
 
 

 
 

The Habitable Planet Programme Present an exciting opportunity:  
The FASTinG Remote Learning Programme 

 
 

 
Ever wondered why Earth is the only Planet known to be Habitable? 
In an age where thousands of planets are known, this question is now more pertinent and intriguing than ever 
before. The FAST in Ghana programme uses an innovative and engaging form of online learning, to allow 
students to find the answers to this question. In doing so we introduce our participants to the emerging 
interdisciplinary field of Earth Systems Science; the science of why our planet is Habitable. We believe that 
everyone who lives on this Planet should know how it works, sign up today to find out.  
 
What is FAST in Ghana? 
The ACCESS Habitable Planet programme has 
been working with students in South Africa for 
many years, and one thing we have discovered 
is that learning happens best face to face.  
 
With the onset of the pandemic we worked on 
inventing the best possible alternative using 
Zoom and the FAST programme was born. We 
are now offering the course to students & others 
in West Africa. All you need to join is: 
 

ü Device with cam, mic and internet 
ü Enthusiasm and dedication 
ü A few hours a week 

When is FAST in Ghana happening? 
The programme will run from the week 
beginning of 5th April to the week of 24th May. 
Most weeks will just have 2.5 contact hours on 
Zoom, with a full day at the beginning and the 
end. 
 
How do I apply to join? 
It’s as easy as filling out an online form: 
 

https://tinyurl.com/FASTinG21 
 
This course is free and open to everyone. Only 
successful candidates will be contacted.  
Deadline = 8th March 2021 

  
For more information contact  

Dr Joseph Ansong (Ghana)  
jkansong@ug.edu.gh  

Dr Carl Palmer (RSA) 
cpalmer@access.ac.za 

 
Find us on social media: 

 
@accesshpw 

 
@access_hp 

 
@accesshpw 

 


